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INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICIANS
What is an industrial, or professional, mathematician?

What does he do? · Generally, there are two kinds:

workers in pure mathematics and workers in 811p'plied math.
The pure mathematician likes to play with mathematical laws and principles just to see what will happen.
They have mathematical curiosity; they are not especially
intereated in whether anyone ever finds any use for the
result or not.

They have the fun of working their problems,

and that is the only reward they ask.

There is a large

group of men end women getting paid good salaries for
having such fun; they are the pure

ma.thematici~ns.

For

the most pa.rt, they ere on the college and university
cam~uses.

Some, however, are emplo,yed by business and

industrial firms.

Out of the play of thPse pure mathema-

ticians hRs come some of the most importRnt theories and
formulas in modern science.

Even if industry or govern-

ment isn't able to tempt him with a permanent job, he is
likely to serve

8S

a consultant time and again on very

practical projects.
The second group of professional workers in mathematics are interested in what is known

BS

Hpplied

mathe~tics.

2

They work at many problems in business, induEtry, government, instirance, sociology , pwychology, and the sciences.
In brief, the practical mnthematicien helps workers in other
fields.

In fact,

h~

often operates under the

icist, caemist, economist, and so on.
The 1950's and 60's have seen a

nPrneo~f

phys-

1
st~rtling

increase in

the importance of math in society end in the need for
trained mathematiciF.tns At all levels.

'rhe recent phenom-

enel rise in the field of automation end computing has been
a significant factor in this greatly increased need for
mathema~icians.

An effective

m~=~. thematician

in any type of employ-

ment should be a well-rounded person.

He should have not

only the technical background of calculus and differential
equations taken by most scientists And engineers, and the
more

adva~ced

mathematical training required for a major in

mathematics, but he sh oulr1 h<-Jve taken a selection of courses
from some of the areas in which mathematics is applied--such as physics, chemistry, engineering, biology, psychology,
st·a tistics, e.nd economics.

A student who plans to continue

beyond the bachelor's degreP. in mathematics should also
a.cquire a reading knowledge of at leAst one and prefera.bly
two of the foreign languages in which much of the current
1

Guidance ?amphlet._in Mathematics,A Report of the
National Council .of Teachers of r'w.thematics (New York:
The Mathematics Teacher, 1947), p. 10.

J
literature in mRthemPtics is written, namely~ German,
Russian, end French.

All s t u d en t s s h ou ld , of courRe,

acquire fluency in the written and oral expressions of
ideas in Engl1sh. 2
StAtisticians
Mathemetical statistics deRls with the mathematical
examinAtion Rnd study 0f V~Jrious kinds of stBtistical problems which arise in scientific research, in social and
econ0mic investigati0ns, in business And industry, and in
government work.

Statisticians who deal with those pro-

blems ~re 0f two main classes:
and aoplied statisticians.

mathemAtical statistician~

A mathematical st8tistician

deals with the genere.l mathem8ticRl theory of the combination of observetir)ns, testing hyp0theses, and estimating
unknown quantities with an accuracy specified in terms of
probPbility.

He designs efficient experiments for obtaining

such tes~s and estimates, and also works out methodoloeical
procedures for applyine the theory.

The applied statisti-

clan, on the other hand, usually concerns himself with the
application of known statisticAl methods to problems arising
in 0ne or more fields such as agriculture, bi0liligy, econ0mics,
psychology, sociology• or industrJal quality contr0l.
rhe trA1nin8" of matheme.tical

stetistieltan$~timi"GJih¥es

considerable amount of advanced mathemr;tics.

a

'l'he requirements

al., Professi rmal Q.QJ2Dttuniti;~s. in
A Report prepared by the
MAthc:·matical As~=:ociation 0f AmericR (BuffRl0: State
University of New York Press, 19~4), pp. 4-6.
2

K. J. Arn0ld,

MBthemetic~,

Sixth

tl

editi~n,
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in mathematics include real and complex variables, linear
and quadra.tic forms and matrix algebra, linear programming,
measure and integration theories.

These mathematical sub-

jects are essential for a full understanding of probability
theory, which is the foundation for advanced methematica.l
statistics.

An increasing number of universities are giving

adequete gradue.te training in mathematicalto prepare for
advanced courses.

The student who hopes to become a mathema-

tical statistician should be sure to take in his early
undergraduate program a strong group of mathematics courses
including calculus.
The training of the applied statistician is be sed not
only on mathematics through first year calculus, but on
various courses in applied statistics together with substantial training in the fields to which he expects to
apply his statistics.
beyond

th~

Courses in applied statistics

usual introductory courses in statistics include

analysis of varie.nce, design of experiments, quality control
and enginee-ring statistics, biometry, survey sampling'Eand its
applications, economic statistics, and psychometrics.
'r he demand for stPtistically tE'ained persons in business, industry, government a.nd other nonacademic fields has
been great.

There are more women with statistical training

employed in business and government than in collef,;e and
university teaching, and there ere substantial numbers
employed in industry as well.

'rhe nonacademic fields:~hich

account for most of the recent growth of interest in statis-

5
tical methods are (1) industrial statistical quality control,
(2) des_ign of experiments in industrial research and development, (J) relia.bility analysis, (4) information theory and
communic8tions, (5) research in the biological sciences, (6)
collection end analysis of government stetistics, ( 7) ma.rket
research and commercial sample surveys, and (8) psychological
testing.

There are also fields in which there is an increased

need for statisticians, such as fin:=mce and taxes, labor and
employment, prices, production, end national income analysis.
Of all these fields, industrial quality control has
grown fastest.

Statistical quality control methods were

initiated about 45 years ago by Bell Telephone engineers
for the purpose of maintaining uniform quality of the thousands of kinds of pieces of telephone equipment required by
the telephone system of the country.

These stetistice.l

methodswere introduced widely and rapidly into many mass
>

proc.uct.fon industries during the war.

At the present time

they are being employed in chemical and other indu'stries.
The teaining requirements for personnel to meet the needs
of statistical quality control work consist of one or two
courses in engineering statistics in addition to the usual
chemical, electrical, and mechanical engineering curricula.
People who specialized in statistics at the bachelor's
or doctor's level e.re being employed in industry in indree.sing numbers.

Research and development organizations com~'

~

monly provide statisticians to consult with other scientists

6
on the design of experiments 8 nd analysis of data.

The need

for reliability of complex items, ·such a s missile systems,
hes created a demand for both theoretical and applied statistical work.

An increasing number of problems in the field

of applied probability are to be found in industry.

Many

of these involve the ana l ysis of continuous observations,
such a s the f light of an aircraft or seismic fluctuations,
and involve highly sophisticated statistical techniques in
the relatively new field of stochastic processes .
involve the theory of efficient transmission of
including the reception of information from .

Others

infor~etion,

satellites~

Interest in statistical methods in biological sciences
hRs also grown rapidly in recent ye a rs.

Statistical anal-

ysis is being more and more widely applied in agricultural
experimentation, b i ological as say, public
e nd medical r e se Arch.

he <~l th

studies,

·rhe training refl u.ired for this work

is at the gra duate l level in one of the

b i~ l ogical

sciences,

with a minor in statistical methods.
In the field

o~

government there has been a considerable

incre a se of statistical activity in such fields as sampling
surveys in census work, economics, soci a l security, a nd
labor ·statistics.

Samp ling met ho rl s are becoming more and

more widely used a s an effective and economical way for
obtaining information needed in government work.

hxperts

in sampling methods require graduate training in mat heme tical
statistics.
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Statistical methods have long been used in busin~ss
operati0ns.

One of the most important recent developments

has been the applica.tion of sampling survey methods to business problems as a meens of gathering many kinds of social
and economic information for commercial purposes.

Manufac-

'·

turers and market research firms spend large sums of money
every yea.r to determine consumers' buying hR bits, brand
preferences and opinions, for use in making business
sions.

Magaz~ne

and newspaper

rese~rch

dect~-

organizations, radio

and television broadcasters and advertising agencies make
studies of reading and listening habits for use in guiding
editorial and advertising policy.
playing a fundamental role in
mation.

Sampling methods are

~btaining

this kind of infor-

Statisticians with training in economics and the

sociel sciences and in the applications of sampling theory
are being sought for this kind of work.

Information retriev-

al !~ a field of growing interest to business and government
as well BS to the acAdemic community.
Psychological testing is another rapidly growing field
strongly dependent on stRtistical methods.

This field is

concerned with the development of tests for the selection
of personnel for various purposes.

Tests are becoming

widely used mot only in the selection of cendidates for
schools of all kinds, but also for the selection of personnel for many kinds of positions in the trades and professions.

·rhe modern theory of test construction

~s

broadly

8

based on stat istica l method s.

The training required is

graduate -level trRining in psychology and statistics • .
Many medical schools Rnd most medical research organizations employestat is ticians .
emp~rical ,

Medical research is highly

trials on animals and people with new

~nvolving

drugs and new techniques of treatment .

The design and analy-

sis of such exp er iments is Rn important new field.J
Mathematicians in Industry
·r here has been

El

stikl:lb.gg increFJ se in the number of

mathematicians eiil!liloyed in industry in the last decade, fmd
there has been a great expansion in the number of areas in
industrial research and developmsntT- in which mathematicians
have made important contributions.

Industry must attempt to

solve its mathematical problems whether or not adequately
trained mPthema ticians are available.

In the electronic

computer field alone , estlmates of impending demand for mathemBticians range from thirty thousand to seventy thousand , of
whom a t least half should have training beyond the - bachelor ''s
degree , a.nd

8

significant number should hold the Ph . D.

Even

if the supply of mathemAtically tr8ined persons for computer
work is augmented by substantial numbers of tr8ined women ,
it is unlikely to reach even
years.

the lower figure for several

The number of large computing machines in use was

about ten thousand i n 1963 and is increasing rapidly.
Jibid, PP · 11-14 .

Hundreds
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of the faster machines require the services of ten or many
more mathematicians each to analyze the problems they are to

~o

solve, and to prepare their programs of instructions.
Where8s mnthematici;:a.ns in industry in the decaae following World War II were lArgely concerned with problems involving the use of advAnced calculus• differential equations,
mechenics and statistics, it would now be fair to say that
important

app~ications

to industrial problems are furnished

by virtually all well-developed mathematical disciplines,
including function theory, functional analysis, both partie.l
and ordinary differential equations, geometry((including nonEuclidean), and probability.

Numerical analysis and logical

design have come to receive prime emphasis with the enormous
expansion in computer work, and intl.ustr1al mathematicians
have done a major portion of the adwmced ma.thematica.l research
in these areas.

Thus the increase in numbers of mathematicians
bu~

needed by industry he.s,. compounded by an increase in the variety
and depth of training required by modern techmology.

Training

beyond the bechelor's degree level is becoming essential in
many areas.

Collateral training in allied disciplines such

as engineering, physics, applied mechanics, or economics is
highly desirable for the industrial mathematician, since he
must underst:'1 nd a problem in its own setting before he can
design a mathematical ~odel of it.
One who is considering a career in industrial
should be

w~rned

ma~~ematics

'
that there may be a considerable difference

in particulAr of views between the practice of mathemstics in

10

industry and in the universities.

The

pr~mary

concern of the

former is the actual solution of problems, whereas the academic
mathematician mayr-'beconcerned with quelltions of existence
and uniqueness of solutions without having to actually exhibit such solutions.

The a.cedemic mathematic ian may' _be ._::C9n-

cerned with the logica.l organizati(m of a discipline, without·.
regard to its possible applications, while the industrial
mathematician Seeks to find the mPthematics which may be useful in solving particular classes of problems and often in
extending "pure mathematics" to fit situetions of interest.
'rhe difference is perhaps a matter of taste, since each endeavor -hHs produced mPthemFtics of the highest caliber end
each demands commensurate acilities.

However, an individual

me.thematician mey well be sui ted to one kind of activity and
not to the other.

4

In discussing the activities of industrial mathematicians
it is convenient to separate levels of training or equivalent
experience.

The duties of mathematicians may differ considere.bly

between those holding the Ph. D. degree and those holding
lower degrees.

There may smso be considerable variance from

industry to industry in conditions under which mAthematicians
at all levels are employed.

Some industries, following the

lead of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, heve segregeted
mathematicians into

sp~cial

groups.

Others mey assign math-

ematicians to groups consisting principally of engineers or
scientists.

There is an increpsing tendency to

attack~pro-

blems with research teams consisting of members from various

4

'

Ibid., p. 15.
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disciplines---engineers, physicists, mathematicians, members
of management, etc.

There are instances where mathematicians

have euen headed such teams.
Service as a consultant is the primary function of a
mathematician in industry.

In this capacity he cooperates

with engineers, physicists, other technical personnel, or
management, 8nd must be able to discuss problems in their
language.

A typical problem involves the mathematician in

three major phases:

(1) the formulation of the problem, (2)

its solution, and (J) the testing of the agreement between
the

soluti~n

and the experimental evidence.

"First, the mathematician constructs one or more
mathematical models that sim ulate the problem
under study qnd embody its essential features,
and yet are amenable to analysis and aolution.
In de ~ ling with problems thRt a re too complex ~or
complete analysis even with the aid of large c6mputers, the construction of appropriate models is
a function requiring the highest order of creative imagination, a nd is often the most rewarding
activity of t he industrial ma thematician. The
successful model maker must have a sympathetic
understanding of areas such as fluid dynamics,
solid mechanics, structural design, or electromagnetic theory, in which his problems arise. He
must also be able to com iOunicate effectively with
the persons responsible for the problem, both to
be able to understand more than su pe rf icially the
essential fe a tures of the problem, and to interpret the results of his work. The second phase,
the solution of the problem, may at times require
only routine application of well-known results,
but it may amso tax the highest math~matical
abilities, and may sometimes require the development of new, nons tq ndard methods. A good
approximatian to an exact solution may suffice,
but finding even this may re q uire great ingenuity.
The third pha se, that of testing the solution
against experiment, also req uires good mA thema~
tical work in the d e sign of a meaningfu l experiment and the interpreta tion of the dPta obtained
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from the expe r iment . ~ere statistical training
is often Rdvant ~ geous .
Almost all major industries now hRve research laborato ries , in which m8thematicians frequently play an important
role in activities such as the development of new products ,
the attainment of technical competence in new areas , and the
improvement of techniques for production.

A

few industries

maintain laboratories for basic scientific res ea rch , in
which mathematicians are free to devote a significant portion
of their time to research of their own choice , even though
this may not be their principal assignment .
chosen for such research

app~intments

Mathematicians

are usually selected

on the basis of their interest in applications of mathematics
to special fields , such as mechanics , electromagnetic theory ;
elasticity and plasticity , or numerical ana_lysis.
Statisticians Rre employed in lar ge numbers by industry
in all

ph~ses

of statistical work.

~he

mBthematical

st~tistig

cian may a ct e s an Pdviser in a re a s such as economics and
businesA a dministration, in which statistical work is primaily nonmAthematical.

An Bre8 of rna

jor~o.ernphPsis

at present

is reli abi lity theory , in which mathematicians are developing
theories to inRure t na t design of products, re pla cement pol icies , a nd proper use and maintenance of eouipment

wt~l

pro -

vide maximum reliPble operRtion of com plex systems.
Operations research is another a rea of importan t mathematical investiga tion in which mathematical analy sis of o pera tions,
5Ibid., p. 1A.

lJ
met~ods

Rnd products, provides a basis for sound management

decisions.

For example, what kind of schedules, routes and pl

planes are best in operating a commercial airline, or how
many persons are needed to most efficiently maintain a tool
crib, or what new markets should be •ought?

Sophisticated

mathemati<ti'al techniques have been developed in this area,
including the useoof linear and nonlinear programming,
dynamic programming, graph theory, and queueing theory.
The area of computing will continue to absorb large
numbers of competent mathematicians for programming, numerical analysis, Rnd logical design.

Emphasis will certainly

be plPced on advenced training for a large percentage of
these people.

ImaginAtive and efficient programmers are

needed to prepare operating instructions for machines that
are required to solve non-routine technical problems of
increasing complexity;

Procedures that can shorten the time

·,

required for computation on an expensive modern electronic
computer, improve its accuracy, or guard against breakdowns
in the computing process, can be very significant.

Numerical

analysts, most of them holding the Ph. D. degree, will be in
great demand to analyze problems

f~om

the point of view of

finding the best numerical ,,procedures for insuring both stability of the procedure a.nd convergence to the 8ctual solution
of the yroblem.

The logical design of new computers will also

require the services of large numbers of highly trained mathematicians.

Effectiveness

asaa

programmer presupposes an appre-

ciation of the nature of the problems requiring solution.
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Since many persons tra 1ned exclusively in rna them~~ tics have an
inadeQuate bAckground in allied disciplines, there is an
incree~ing

trend to employ as pregra.mrners persons who have

had training in engineering or related fields.
The teRching of courses within industries is an Activity
of mAthematicians that is just bedoming extensively appreciated.
Such courses are needed both to acuqaint the engineering personnel with new developments, Rnd to tetrain and upgrade the
various technical staffs.
Industrial ma'thematicians not only submit reports of
their work for internal consumption within their company, but
many ere active in

publiQittin~

these or otner articles in

· mathematical or technical journals.

Journal

contrib~tions

of induRtrial mPthematiciAns are now quite comparable to those
of academic mathematicians, and a significant proportion of
recently published mathematical books have authors who are
;

employed 1n industry.

Industrial mFthemat1c1ans form

a

large

proportion of the membership in the various mathematical
societies, and m.c:ke noteworthy contributions in research
papers, lectures and

ad~r~sses

presented at professional

meet1riFrs. 6
In the past, mRthemP-ticlHns ln industry w1 th training at

the bE\che,lor's level hRve deBit la.rgely with routine eomputations 1

;'fih:~

simpler prdblemcs

' ~tl

programming for digital

compl.l'te:ra, d,mtf,l proeess1ne;t and stmtlar tasks to 8sstst senior
~~

PP• 18-19.
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personnel.

However, it i .s perhaps fair to ssy that

· pre~ent

trends do not present an optimistic outlook for employment
of persons who hPve eP.rned only a bBche1or's degree in
mathemAtics P:nd dlo not also have strong supporting courses
in

enginee~ing,

physics, or economics.

Majoring in one of

these fields with a strong minor in m8thematics is better
training for the computing field than majoring in
with out supporting courses in these fields.

m~thematics

Colleges and

universities Pre Oifeming programs·of interdisciplinary
trai~ing

the

to alleviPte thP shortege of

rP~uisite

bechelor~swho

combine

mathemPtical knowledge with broad backgrounds

in allied fields; 1-ut such programs are few and as yet
experimente.l.
Industria] mathematicians with the master's degree

a~so

will usually work under thessupervision of senior mathematicians.

They

sha~ld

have some soltd training in engineering,

physics, \ economics, or allied fields.

Much of the programming

for computing machines, e.nd a considerable amount of numericel a.nalysis may be done by pecJple at this level.

They may

be responsible forssuch activities as the collection And processing of dRta, computetions on large electronic computers,
preparation of graphs, solution of ef'!uations, f.lnd evaluation
of

inte~rals.

This work may bllf challenging and not purely

routine; it may contribute significantly to the educa.tion of
the individual and prepare him to assume larger responsibil;i,te.
,,

...:

.

ities, comparable to those assigned to the mathematieian who
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has earned the doctorate.?
What kind of mathematics do industrial mathematiciens
use?

It would be a mistake to say that they use only

Advanced mathematics.

It is true, that in assisting engineers

in solving their problems, mathematicians are most likely to
use advanced mBthematics since the more elementary problems
would be 11olved with0ut their assistance.
such l!Jimple processes

-£s

But in research

alg~bre, trigonometry and the elements

of calculus are the most common and the most productive.
frequently lePd to results of the greatest practical
tance.

They

impor~

The single sidebPnd system of carrier tra.nsmission,

for example,. was e mathematical invention.

rt virtually

doubled the number of long distance calls that could be
handled simultaneously over a given lime.

Yet the only mathe-

matics involved in its development was a single trigonometric
equation, the formula for the · sine of the sum of two angles.
Next in the order of importance are linear differential
equations with constant coefficients which are used extensively in studying vibrations of linear mechanical, acoustical,
and electrical systems consisting of "lumped" elements.
Among the less freouently used subjects are calculus of variations and integra.l eouations.

These are the basicttypes of

applied mathematics common to all fields of ap plication.
addition there are types with a special physical flavor:
Mechanics, dynamics, elasticity, potential theory, fluid
flow, and electrodynamics.
?Ibid., p. 19.

In
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An applicant for a job is not expected to be conversant

with specific fields of Activity in industrial laboratories,
but he is expected to be equipped for attacking these problems effectively.

Here, ime,gination, originality, and ability

to make simplifying assumptions without sacrtft_cing the
practical value of the results count more than specialized
tra.ining,.
The comrtiuriication field is the one in which me.thematical
methods of research have been most widely used.
are ve.ried in chere.cter:

The problems

electrical, a.cou.stical and mechanical.

Mathematical activitY' is most intense in designing wave
filters Rnd eque.ltzers, in studying transmission by wire and
radio, in providing a rational basis for the design of instruments such as

tr~msmi

tters and receivers, vacuum tubes,

television scanning devices, etc.
in solving specific problems.

Most

activit~es

consist

In addition there are long

renge actlvit&es in developing more effective methods of
handling various cla.sses of problems.

Mathema.tics is

invading general thinkint:· about communicAtion; a basic theory
of information Rnd its transmission is being developed.

Most

recently the desig·n of control systems ha.s become an important area of research.8
Mathematicians in Government
The overall fole of the Federal Government in support
of activities requiring the services of individuals

w~th

..
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mathematical skills and knowledge is shown by th&J amdunt of
money the government contributes.

$4 .4 billions were spent

in 1963 for reseArch activitaes in the physical sciences,
space sciences, and operations research i n which mathematics
and mathematicians were integrated into team efforts.·

One

and one-half .billions of the $4 .4 b illi ons were for basic
research activities .

Projects cleSFly identified as mathema-

tics research werA s upported by obligations totaling $67
milli!)ns , of which $J4.9 millions were for bBsi c research . 9
While the amounts listed are for all

~upport

by the Fed -

eral Government, mnst of the money was d isbursed through
grants · and contracts to nongovernmental agencies .

Of the

monies listed , 75% wa s dis~urse ri to private industry, 14% to
support gove rnmental establishments, 9 % went to colleges and
10
universities, and 2% went to nonprofit organizqtions.
By Federal agency, the money wa s o b lignted as follows :
58% by t~e Department of De fense; 22% by the National Aeronautics And Space Administration ; 9% by the .Atomic Energy
Commission, and
and Welfa re,
age nci e s .

?. ill

~;<>

by the DepArtment of HeAlth , Education ,

The remaining 5% was fro m all other Federal

ObviouRly employment of mathemAtici a ns for work

perflormed for the F'ederal Government is expres sed through a
number of channels. 11
If a young man or woman enters government service (or
the service of a university working on a government contract)

9 Ibid., p . 21.

10 I bid . ,

11

Ibid.
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es a mathemRtlclnn n:r st8tistician immedia.tely after graduation
from college, this job will almost surely have some computa- .
tional Aspect.

Finding numerical soilrb.ttc.as of differential

equations, or some very similar problem, is ' likely to be
assigned to him.
mathem~tician

In general it is expected thet the beginning

will perform miscellaneous duties which are

specifically RSSigned

and ~"l W!hich

mathemAticAl techniques.

involve

A

variety of standard

Assignments typically ere confined

to a few relative processes and require a minimum of mathematical judgment,
ing in

Rlthoug~ t they

mathemE~.tics.

require sound collegiate train-

The usual courses through differential

equations and some work in mathematical statistics are desirable.
As one proceeds to positions in higher grades--and one
can qualify usually by a combinatian of experience and study-the level of work becomes more difficult and the responsibil;

ity greater.

Very frequently, as in industrial laboratories,

a combination of mRthematicHl competence with background
trHining in one or more fields of science may be needed for
higher positions; a student of mathematics would be well
advised to take account of this in choosing his courses in
college.
The types of mAthematical work carried on in government
posts are extremely varied, and call on the widest
of training in mPthematics.

backgrou~d

For an assignment on one of the
·'

senior levels, a Ph. D. in mathematics or mathematical statistics and a good deal of mRturity in mathematics and in applying
mathematics to physical or
tically essentiRl.

engine~ring

problems are prec-

20

There Rre pheses 0f

c0m~uting

levels of profeAR10n?l 8Cti<Tity.

ap propriate to all the
The ner:d to get nt.lmerical

answers to rea-l problems which can be solved only ap[)r6xlmately makes extensive computing nece-ssary.

Many problems

have in the pAst bBPn s0lved by very rou_gh a.pproxima.tions
becallse the amount of computing

W8S

proS;1b1tive.

Now, the

newest development in lArge hieh-spe-ed colt,:;u.ting crv--:c:Ctines has
m:"' de it possible t -0 i mprove gre9tly the

~; ccuracy

1m~_ t1 )ns to some of the most cHfflcult protlems.

of our a.pproxNew mathema-

tical results are needed in order thst these mAchines may be
used effectt,rely.

The g0vernment has e research pri_)P,;rarn

involving ,professional m8thema.tichms at the h1ghea;t levels
who .c .re trying· to secure some res-ults ih thd:s direction.
computing involves mAthemAtiqal work at all

profes. ~ lonal

'r hus
levels.

Similia.rly there Are fl-9!JlicAtions of mathematics in prellminnry studies of designs of all types of en.gineering equipment.

Th,ese studies extend from relatively simple equipment

to complicated structures like ai:pplanes, Si11ps, end missiles 1
e.nd there is a corresponding variety in the professional level
of the mathematic18ns working on such @tudies.

Activity of

this sort is C.!-"rried on in many military development proe;re.ms
in .a n attempt t0 secure the test operating chArActeristics
with the lep st exper i mental cost •
.(¥ta.themetical st.<:Jtistics is

ple.yin~

an increasingly

importent role in government establishments in the designs and
analysis of experiments,

~nd

in the acce ptance of materials
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purchased for the government.

Thus there are positions at all

levels for well-trained persons in this field.
A new activity in government which has a

cdnsid~rable

appeal to well-trained mathematicians is operations research.
The prima:ty government activities in this connection are
concerned with problems of military

logistics,

operations~

and strAtegy, e.nd in the study of optimum mehlflods for employing the complex equipment of modern warfare.

The

possibil~

ities of this technique are being extended to program planning
and manAgement also, and adaptation of mathematical metnods
to a wide variety of such problems is under way.
Clearly there are counterparts in government of many of
the activities c2rried on in private industry, and there is a.
legally protected job security

comp~rable

tenure system of university employment.

with the faculty
Working comditions

a.re inmost cases comparable with those in industry •

.

This job security is called Civil Service.

12

In 1961

there were 4671 individuals employed in Civil Service positiona as ma.thema.ticians, mathema tica 1 stRtisticians, sanli'VJJY
statisticians or actuaries.

A survey in 1960 showed that about

14.% of those emploJed in mathematical or statistical work in
government and industry were women, and that 22.% of those who
were under

JO

years of ·age were women.

The employment of

women by the government in positions of mathema.tics, sta.tistics, and computing is apparently increasing.

There is the
•.r

'

12

Ibid., p. 22.
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added opportunity in the Federal service for employment or
reemployment irrespective of ege, so that qualified women
will have opportunities to return to a mathematical career
after mF.Jrriage and child-rearing.
Exce~t

in certain beginning positions, examinRtions

for scientific positions intthe Federal Government are
"un~ssembled,"

th:::~t

is, they are ba.sed on a. review of the

ce.ndidate' s experience, education, t-1nd training.

Ci1ril Service

positions are classified in a series of GS (General Service)
rAtings, •n· which professional personnel range fDDm GS-5
to GS-18.

College graduates without experience can normally

qualify for GS-5 and occasionally

GS-~..

Those with advanced

degrees or experience can enter at correspondingly higher
grades.

The GS grade assigned to ea.ch position in the Civil

Service corresponc1.s to the scientific levEll of activity
expected in the position; for many positions above grade GS-13
the rating takes into account administretive or supervisory
expectations along with the scientific requirements.

Approx-

imately 40% of the;;. people employed in mathema.tical positions
in the Fealeral Government he.ve previously worked wither for
private industry or for universities and colleges.
Most of the me.thema tical positions intthe F'e deral governi.!f!
ment are in the Department of Defense, princip&lly in the
various research laboratories of the Army, Na.YJY, and Air
Force.

About half of these positions involve applied

research and development with the remainder divided between
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basic research, administration, and operations research.
Other agencies which emplap a significant number of mathematicians are the National Aeronautics and Space
and the National Bureau of Standards.

Admini~tration

In each of these

agencies, the mathematical positions are principally concerned with bAsic research and applied research and development, in abo.nt equal · proportions.

A recent survey shows

that approximately one-third of the persons in mathematical
positions hold a master's degree (26%) or doctor's degree

(7%).
While future professional opportunities for mathematiciens with the Federal government are difficult to predict,
a recent manpower report shows that Federal employment in
co~nection

with computer usage will probably continue to

grow, a.lthoUgh at a lesser rate than during the imtnediate
pa.st. 1 J.
Actueries
The professiona.l ectivitees of actuaries include almost
ev.e ry important field rele.ting. to the provision of insurance
or annuity benefits on either an individual life or a group
basis.

Actuaries traditionally have l!leen, and still are,

responsible for determining the premiums which companies
charge for insura.nce.
actw=~ries

However, there are relatively few

who work exclusively in this field.

Many more

actuaries are currently devoting their energies
to Sl.\,!fh
.
.
-\ .

diverse fields as supervising the accounting procedures of

13 Ibid., pp. 23-2 4 •
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insurance companies, preparing and approving the text of new
policy forms, estPbltshing appropriate rat$s of ag8ncy compensetion, developing new methods of office adm&n1strat16n which
will successfully exploit the advantages of the newest largescale electronic computers, providing consulting services in
connection with pension plans set up by small or large
rations, etc,

The reason why the

se~vices

corpo~R

of actuaries are

needed in so many aspects of the insurance business is that
in many of theseGareas a

compl~te

understanding and effective

solution of the problems that arise require a thorough appreelation of the

m.c~thematical

insurance business.

structure that underlies the

Thus, although it is not unusual for many

actuaries to spend weeks or months without writing down an
equation, proving R theorem, or engaging in other activities
tha.t may be charaeteristic of the professional mathematiciA.n,
the unique contribution that actuaries bring to any field of
'

the insurance business with which they are concerned is their
thorough familia.ri ty with the ma.thema tica 1 consideretions
which govern the operation of the business.
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Summary
Mathematics is useful in many fields other than the
ones aiready mentioned.

Thorton C. Fry, former

~athematical

Research Director, Bell Telephone Laboratories, lists eight we.
ways in which mathematics is useful to industry in general.
First, it provides a basis for interpreting data in

t~rms

of

a preconceived theory, thus making it possible to draw
14
Preliminary Actuarial Examinations, Thierteenth Edition
(Chicago: Society of Actuaries, 1968), p. 2.

2.5
deductions fiJDm them regarding things which could not be
observed con"tteniently, if at ell.

Second, when data are

incompatible witht the preconceived theory, a mathemetical
study frequently aids in perfecting the theory itself.
Third, it is reequently necessary in practice to extrapolate
test data from one set of d&mensions to a widely different
set, and in such cases some sort of mathemAtical background
is almost essential.

F'ourth, mathemetics frequently aids in

promoting economy either by reducing the amount of experimentation required, or by reJlacing it entirely.

Fifth,

sometimes experiments are virtua.lly impossible

mathematics

must fill the breAch.

~md

Sixth, mathematics is eften useful in

devising so-called crucial experiments to distinguish once
a.nd for all between rival theories.

Seventh, mathematics also

sometimes performs a negative service, but one which is
often of very greet i mportance, in goreste lling the search
for the impossible.
important

Eighth, mathematics often plays an

in reducing compltcated methods of calculation to re[t dily e.vailable working form. 1.5
p~rt

To sum up the function of mathemetics, and mathematiciens,
in the vast jungle of industry, one sentence will suffice.
Mathematics is a language which simplifies the process of
· thinking and mAkes it more reliable. 16

1.5Cuidance Pamphlet in Mathematics, op. cit., pp. 18-19.
16 Ibid.
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